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S U M M A R Y
We recover the gross space–time characteristics of high-frequency (HF) radiator of the great
Sumatra-Andaman islands earthquake of 2004 December 26 (M w = 9.1–9.3) using the time
histories of the power of radiated HF P waves. To determine these time histories we process
teleseismic P waves at 36 BB stations, using, in sequence: (1) bandpass filtering (four bands:
0.4–1.2, 1.2–2, 2–3 and 3–4 Hz); (2) squaring wave amplitudes, making ‘power signals’ for
each band and (3) stripping the propagation-related distortion (P coda, etc.) from the power
signal and thus recovering source time function for HF power. In step (3) we employ an inverse
filter constructed from an empirical Green’s function, which is estimated as the power signal
from an aftershock. For each ray we thus obtain signals with relatively well-defined end and
no coda. From these signals we extract: total duration (joint estimate for all four bands) and
temporal centroid of signal power for each band. Through linear inversion, the set of duration
values for a set of rays delivers estimates of the rupture stopping point and stopping time.
Similarly, the set of temporal centroids can be inverted to obtain the position of the space–
time centroid of HF energy radiator. The quality of inversion for centroid is acceptable for
lower-frequency bands but deteriorates for higher-frequency bands where only a fraction of
stations provide useful data. For the source length and duration the following joint estimates
were obtained: 1241 ± 224 km, 550 ± 10 s. The estimated stopping point position corresponds
to the northern extremity of the aftershock zone. Spatial HF radiation centroids are located at
distances 350–700 km from the epicentre, in a systematic way: the higher is the frequency, the
farther is the centroid from the epicentre. Average rupture propagation velocity is estimated as
2.25 km s–1.

Key words: earthquake-source mechanism, rupture propagation, seismic coda, source time
functions, subduction zone, waveform analysis.

I N T RO D U C T I O N

The inversion of seismograms to determine the source of the recent
giant Sumatra-Andaman Islands earthquake of 2004 December 26
was a challenge, in particular because it is difficult to isolate P and
S waves when the source duration is very long. To alleviate this
problem one can use P-wave signal at high frequencies (HF signal,
roughly, at frequencies f above 0.5 Hz) where it is relatively free
from contamination by later phases (Lomax 2005; Ni et al. 2005).
However, raw teleseismic high-frequency (HF) signals are always
distorted by wave scattering along the propagation path. This distor-
tion is well known as P coda. To analyse HF signal efficiently, one
has to suppress this distortion. After such a correction, parameters of
the HF radiator in the earthquake source can be determined. To per-
form both these steps consistently, the key point is to treat HF body

wave as a random signal, and analyse its instant power, or squared
amplitude. This approach, proposed by Gusev & Pavlov (1978), has
been developed in the last decades both for teleseismic (Gusev &
Pavlov 1991, 1998) and regional (Zeng et al. 1993; Kakehi & Irikura
1996; Nishmura et al. 1996) data. As usually the case with source
studies, a number of assumptions are needed to permit a particular
analysis. First of all, instead of the routine treatment of a source as an
aggregate of elements whose amplitudes at the receiver are additive,
we assume that such elements are spots generating statistically in-
dependent (uncorrelated) random HF signals, so that these signals
are additive in terms of their power (measured by mean squared
amplitude). Such a ‘non-coherent’ source is naturally described by
space–time distribution of radiated energy per unit area and unit
time, or, shortly, by its luminosity function. Therefore, space–time
parameters of source luminosity function are what we seek for.
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For a surface-focus event of considerable magnitude, one can
assume its vertical dimensions negligible, and seek for luminosity
distribution in 3-D (x1 × x2 × t). To analyse recorded signals, one
must relate them to luminosity distribution over the source. We are
interested here in the analysis of teleseismic P waves. For this kind
of data, there is a considerable difference between the well-known
case of medium and low-frequency waves, on one hand, and HF
waves, on the other. In the former case, source signals, radiated
along a certain ray arrives to a station with little contamination; and
the corresponding Green’s function (GF) consists of P, pP and sP
pulses that are approximately delta-like. For the HF signal, how-
ever, scattering and conversion result in significant P-coda energy
that complicates this clear picture. In addition, it is impossible to
sort out P, pP and sP contributions within the complete HF signal of
an earthquake of considerable magnitude. To overcome this prob-
lem, Gusev & Pavlov (1991) proposed to employ the additivity of
power and to deconvolve the recorded power signal using an empir-
ical GF for power estimated from the record of an aftershock. For
the common case of sources of earthquakes with M ≥ 7–7.5, when
the vertical extent of the source is small as compared to horizon-
tal one, the local mean source depth does not change significantly
along the source length. In our case, this approach is particularly ac-
ceptable because in the deconvolution we use a rather big time step.
The spectral-domain deconvolution of Gusev & Pavlov (1991) was
noisy; it was then radically stabilized by adding positivity constraint
(Gusev & Pavlov 1998).

After the reconstruction of the source power pulse, one can anal-
yse signals over the focal sphere to deduce the space–time struc-
ture of the source. In the following we confine our study to two
(vectorial) source parameters: (1) spatio-temporal centroid and (2)
rupture stopping point/moment. Generally, the determination of
the stopping point is not a well-posed problem. However it be-
comes better defined for a narrow fault with purely unilateral rup-
ture propagation, and, fortunately, this is approximately the case
for the 2004 December 26 event. Source centroid, on the con-
trary, is a model-independent entity, and its recovery is a well-posed
problem.

M E T H O D

We give here a compressed description only; see Gusev & Pavlov
(1988, 1991) for more details. Let us consider first the case of a
homogeneous scattering medium. Let a finite planar source � of di-
ameter D with area element d� be described, for a certain frequency
band (f 0 − �f /2, f 0 + �f /2) by source luminosity function L(x, t,
f 0 �f). With respect to time argument t, L() is assumed finite, being
nonzero only over the interval [0, T]. In the following we assume
both central frequency f 0 and bandwidth �f fixed, and thus omit
these arguments. Let the hypocentre be located within � and be the
origin of the Cartesian reference system, and the zero-time refer-
ence to coincide with the source nucleation time (=origin time). Let
us consider a far-field receiver located at y, on a ray r (‖r = 1‖)
at a distance ‖y‖ = R 
 D. We introduce the GF for power
G 0(y, t|x) as the power that reached the receiver at y, propagat-
ing from a unit source area located at x, produced by a spike-like
luminosity burst at this area, with unit integral, fired at t = 0. We
assume, further, that the dependence of G 0(y, t |x) on the argument
x is weak, and can be ignored; thus we can write G(y, t) instead of
G 0(y, t |x). Informally, we assume that the mean scattering response
of the medium is the same for any d� . Now, the contribution from
d� to body wave power at y can be written as a convolution over

time:

dW (y, t) =
∫ ∞

−∞
G(y, t − τ + x · r/c)L(x, τ )dτ, (1)

where c is the body wave velocity. When there is no scattering, G(y,
t) reduces to (� /R)2 δ(t−R/c) where � is the point-source radiation
pattern. Integrating (1) over � one obtains:

W (y, t) =
∫

�

∫ ∞

−∞
G(y, t − τ + x · r/c)L(x, τ )dτd�. (2)

The order of integration in (2) can be changed, to result in:

W (y, t) =
∫ ∞

−∞

[∫
�

L(x, t − τ + x · r/c)d�

]
G(y, τ )dτ. (3)

The outer convolution in (3) can be inverted if one knows G(y, t)
and can construct the corresponding deconvolution operator. Let its
time-domain representation be G−1(y, t). The result of deconvolution
is the power signal in a non-scattering medium:

W0(y, t) = G−1(y, ·) W (y, ·) =
∫

�

L(x, t + x · r/c)d�. (4)

In this compact derivation we passed over some important points
that must be mentioned. First, the source element d� of non-
coherent radiator cannot be infinitesimally small: its diameter cannot
be smaller than the ‘source correlation radius’ (Gusev 1983), order
of or larger than half wavelength; thus the integral representation
(2) is not a completely accurate one. Second, when considering L(),
G() and W () functions, one must distinguish between mean (ensem-
ble average) power time histories and observed realizations (sam-
ple functions). Eqs (1–4) are written for ensemble averages; hence,
when they are used for practical inversion, one inevitably meets with
a significant fluctuational noise, to be discussed separately. Third,
the value of bandwidth �f is not arbitrary: it must be sufficiently
large to ensure inequality 1/�f � T (where 1/�f can be treated as
signal correlation time).

With W 0(y, t) known at several rays, one can recover the parame-
ters of the source space–time structure. In particular, it is interesting
to determine the centroid of L(x, t), or 4-vector of normalized order
1 power moments {Mt M 1 M 2 M 3} (see e.g. Gusev & Pavlov 1988):

Mt = F(L , t, 1)/F(L , 1, 0);

Mi = F(L , xi/c, 1)/F(L , 1, 0), (5)

where

F(g, z, n)
def=

∫ ∞

−∞

∫
�

g(x, t)znd�dτ.

To determine the source centroid, one solves the linear system of
equations:

Mt − (1/c)(r1k M1 + r2k M2 + r3k M3) = ek, (6)

where k is the number of a station/ray/receiver, k = 1, 2, . . . N , and

ek =
∫

W0(t)tdt∫
W0(t)dt

(7)

is the temporal centroid of the observed body wave power pulse at
the kth receiver.

The same eq. (6) holds also for the space–time position (4-vector)
of any common feature discernible on many records and caused by a
certain individual event of the fault motion, if this event is definitely
localized in space–time. In this case, ek must be replaced by the
delay of the feature with respect to the first arrival. Traditionally,
this approach has been widely applied to ‘starting phases’, ‘stopping
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phases’ and ‘subevents’. In the following, we shall use total signal
duration T fin to determine in this way the 4-vector of the stopping
point of the rupture; we denote its space–time location as {Ft F 1 F 2

F 3} or F.
Let us now pass to the case of the real Earth. We introduce the

coordinates{x, y, z} along N, E and Z directions. When geometri-
cal non-linearity can be neglected, the first two rik /c coefficients in
eq. (6) can be replaced by the corresponding travel time derivatives
{dT /dx = cos(Az)dT /d�dT /dy = sin(Az)dT /d�}. This is applicable
in the case of a small source size. However, the actual source size of
the 2004 December 26 event is too large to blindly rely on lineariza-
tion. Therefore, an appropriate non-linear least-squares procedure
has been designed and used in the further analysis. (The actual gain
in accuracy related to this refinement is in fact small.) The size of
the source in question along z axis is relatively small; therefore, we
shall use the constraint M 3 = Mz = 0 in the following, reducing the
number of unknowns in eq. (6) to three. The small relative source
size along z is an additional argument to ignore the dependence of
G0(y, t|x) on x.

For the case of a homogeneous scattering medium, we could be-
lieve that the GF G0(y, t| x) is merely a combination of the direct
body wave and scattered coda. For the real Earth, however, G0(y, t|
x) also includes deterministic pP, sP and similar phases. This means
that to extract the ‘clean’ G0(y, t| x) from observations we must use
an aftershock with moment tensor orientation and depth preferably
similar to that of the main shock. Possible biases related to non-
identical moment tensor orientations of main shock and aftershock
(that, in theory, may result in variations of relative amplitudes of P,
pP and sP phases) were ignored, in particular because of the known
inefficiency of standard radiation pattern factors to predict the men-
tioned relative amplitudes for HF P waves of large earthquakes.
The aftershock used was selected to have the hypocentre depth near
to the main shock centroid depth (30 km), and to represent a low-
angle thrust whose strike is only 35◦ different from that of the main
shock. These choices are however not very critical in our case since
to stabilize the deconvolution we shall use a rather large time step,
of 10 s. With such a time step, most differences in time delays of
P, pP and sP among source elements located at various depths are
smeared because the entire P-wave group is represented by a one or
two samples of the time history.

According to the described approach, the following processing
algorithm has been developed. A P wave record is corrected for
the instrument and, approximately, for path attenuation, and con-
verted to acceleration signal. We use acceleration signal instead of
velocity signal (that would be needed in a more strict analysis of
wave power) because we are interested in the maximum suppres-
sion of fluctuational noise. See Appendix for the discussion of this
point. The acceleration signal is passed through four passband fil-
ters 0.4–1.2, 1.2–2, 2–3 and 3–4 Hz, identified in the following by
their central frequencies 0.8, 1.6, 2.5 and 3.5 Hz. In each band, the
‘raw’ signal power Ars(t) ≡ a2

rs(t) is estimated as squared modulus
of analytical signal: a2

rs(t) = u2(t) + (H[u(t)])2 (where H[] denotes
Hilbert transform and u(t) is the filtered acceleration). A similar
operation is applied to a segment of noise before P-wave arrival,
and the average power of noise, An,av = An(t) is subtracted from
the samples of ‘raw’ signal power, to obtain an initial signal power
W (t). The samples of W (t) are then averaged twice, over interme-
diate and large time bins. In the first averaging we use a bin size
dt1 = 1 s; this averaging generates a jagged envelope signal that is
used to set, interactively, the P wave onset time. In the second averag-
ing, with bin size dt2 = 10 s, a signal representation is obtained that
is suitable for the deconvolution procedure. This dt2 value has been

selected by trial and error to provide a trade-off between temporal
resolution and stability of deconvolution. During such a process-
ing, first only binning and averaging was applied to data, similarly
for main shock and aftershock. After that, main shock signal was
slightly smoothed by finite impulse response filter with weights {1,
1, 1}; this operation somewhat reduces the noise of the subsequent
inversion.

When the above processing is completed for the main shock and
the aftershock, deconvolution is performed. It consists of the nu-
merical solution of the convolution equation:

C1W1(·) ∗ Wa(·) = Wm(·), (8)

where W m(t) and W a(t) are known main shock and aftershock time
functions at a station, W 1(t) is an unknown source signal for the
main shock, and C1 = 1/

∫
Wa(t)dt is a scale coefficient. Entire

combination C1W 1(·) is found in deconvolution. The unknown
C1 coefficient is inessential because it cancels when ek is calcu-
lated through eq. (7). Solution is sought for in time domain us-
ing non-negative least squares procedure (NNLS) of Lawson and
Hanson.

Although NNLS stabilizes inversion significantly, certain noise
persists that hinders reliable determination of T fin separately for each
band. Therefore, we determine T fin of a station k by joint visual
analysis of all estimates of W 1(t) time histories (of four or less
bands). With T fin known, centroid times ek are determined for each
band, denoted ek

(0.8) ek
(1.6), etc. The degree of certainty of the result

was rated as ‘good’, ‘acceptable’, ‘doubtful’ or ‘to discard’, and
corresponding weights, equal to 1.0, 0.5, 0.05 or 0.0, were associated
with the obtained estimates in the further processing.

DATA S E L E C T I O N, P RO C E S S I N G
A N D I T S R E S U LT S

About 50 P-wave records of the main shock [2004 December 26
at 005853, instrumental hypocentre 3.30◦N, 95.98◦E, depth 30 km,

Figure 1. Distribution of used stations over azimuth and epicentral
distance.
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M w(HRV) = 9.0] on BHZ channels of GDSN stations have been
acquired through IRIS DMS data centre. In selecting data we tried
to avoid severely non-uniform data coverage over a focal sphere,
and also to limit the number of coastal stations with, usually, low
signal-to-noise (S/N) ratio for the higher-frequency bands. An un-
expectedly high number of stations have shown significantly dis-
torted HF signal, with isolated or periodic spikes and pulses, HF
noise bursts and other peculiarities of probably instrument/recorder
origin. The 39 better-quality records were selected for further anal-
ysis (Fig. 1). More problems appeared when selecting aftershock
records. Recorder problems are rare in this case, but noise lev-
els are too high in many cases, especially at higher frequencies.
Some larger-magnitude aftershocks were discarded as having too
long source duration (double shocks?). Among the data within the
optimal magnitude span, that is, of mb = 5.8–6.5, no event was ac-
ceptably recorded on all stations simultaneously. Abstractly speak-
ing, there is the possibility to combine the results from the deconvo-
lution performed using different aftershocks for different stations.
We found that even in this lower-magnitude range, and in cases of

matching depth and moment tensor orientation, the event duration
can vary significantly from one aftershock to another. (We ascribe
this observation, conceivably, to location-dependent water column
resonances/PwP phases.) Therefore, mixing estimates obtained us-
ing different aftershocks would add a significant and incontrollable
noise into inversion. Our way to overcome this difficulty is primi-
tive. We selected the aftershock of 2005 February 26 at 12 hr 56 m,
hypocentre 2.91◦N, 95.59◦E, depth 36 km, M w(HRV) = 6.7, mb =
6 as providing the best trade-off between completeness of station set
and limited duration of the P-wave group. In cases when the record
quality was unacceptable (S/N ratio is too high), we construct the
inverse filter by the record of the same aftershock, but from another
station. In all such cases, we use the low-noise record of KURK,
with the value of duration that is intermediate among various sta-
tions. To illustrate possible errors related to such a replacement,
in Fig. 2 we compare 29 ek

(0.8) and 30 T fin,k values obtained using
the ‘own’ aftershock record at each station, against the case when
the aftershock record from KURK was used instead. This compar-
ison is presented for stations where the aftershock was recorded

Figure 2. Illustration of the limited bias introduced by the replacement, in the solution of eq. (7), of the aftershock record from the same station as one recorded
the main shock, with a similar record by the station KURK, for the case of the aftershock 2006 February 26. Abscissa: correct estimate of T fin,k and ek

(0.8);
ordinate: estimate obtained through the replacement.

Figure 3. Attenuation-corrected main shock signal at KURK: displacement (upper trace) and four band-filtered acceleration traces. The time reference is
arbitrary.
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Figure 4. HF power signals (energy in 1-s bins) for bandpass-filtered acceleration signals at KURK, for the main shock (left) and aftershock 2005 February
26 (right). The time count is from onset time.

Figure 5. Deconvolution procedure for the power signals at KURK (Fig. 4), averaged over 10-s bins. (a) four boxes are shown, one for each of the four
frequency bands; a box contains three curves: upper curve—aftershock signal W a (t), middle curve—main shock signal W m (t) (solid) and, overlapped on it,
the convolution W a() ∗ CW 1() (dashes, mostly difficult to notice), lower curve—deconvolved (‘cleaned’) main shock signal W 1(t). (b) W 1(t) signals in more
detail. Triangles marks centroids ek for each band, and the vertical dashed line marks the joint end time T fin,k .

acceptably. One can see that the distortion is limited. In numerical
terms, rms relative error related to such replacement was estimated
to be about 7 per cent both for T fin,k and for ek

(0.8) (for other bands,
deviations are similar). This suggests that for the other 10 or 11 sta-
tions, where we do not have usable records of the same aftershock,
related distortion is, probably, tolerable.

In Fig. 3, we illustrate our processing procedure. One can
see band-filtered HF signals whose duration is much longer than
S–P time. Envelope shapes vary from band to band, justifying the
independent processing of bands. An accurate determination of
the stopping point of the record is impossible (as usual) because
of the presence P coda.

In Fig. 4, we show the example power signals of the main shock
and of the aftershock with 1 s resolution. In Fig. 5, for each frequency

band, the same signals are shown summed over 10-s bins, accom-
panied by the results of deconvolution (W 1(t), in arbitrary units).
The positivity constraint imposed during deconvolution might re-
sult in an imperfect fit of ‘observed’ Wm(t) and ‘fitted’ W mf(t)
= CW 1(.) ∗ W a(.) signals. In Fig. 5(a) in the same strip of the
plot, two traces are plotted: observed W m(t) and fitted W mf(t);
one can see that visually they are almost indistinguishable, show-
ing quite acceptable fit. Another important observation is that the
lowermost-frequency band (0.8 Hz) does not show any additional de-
lay as compared to other bands, thus indicating that contribution of
S-wave energy to the analysed traces is negligible. Actually, the
opposite is seen: deconvolved signal durations at the 0.8-Hz band
are slightly shorter than those at other bands for a large fraction of
stations.
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Figure 6. Recovered source signals of HF power for the 1.6 Hz band, for all stations. Triangle is centroid, and inverted triangle is the end time. α,� and w

denote azimuth, epicentral distance and weight. No trace is shown for station TATO, that got zero weight for the 1.6 Hz band.

Table 1. Examples of temporal parameters derived from power signals of individual stations.

Station Az (◦) � (◦) dT/d� (s deg–1) T fin,k (s) ek
(0.8) (s) ek

(1.6) (s) ek
(2.5) (s) ek

(3.5) (s)

TIXI 10.5 71 6.04 440 199 196 211 202
ULN 10.6 45 7.92 480 189 151 164 –
BILL 21.1 79 5.41 460 163 146 142 165
CTAO 117.3 54 7.25 630 235 226 274 279
WRAB 122.9 44 8.00 620 172 210 234 256
SNZO 131.9 83 5.11 640 225 199 221 230
SBA 168.4 89 4.68 630 141 153 – –
LSA 350.6 26 9.01 560 207 167 194 216

Az—azimuth; �—epicentral distance; dT /d�(s deg–1)—P traveltime derivative. (–) means the lack of an estimate because of insufficient S/N ratio or dirty
data. For other denotations see text.

All W 1(t) signals for the 1.6 Hz band are shown on Fig. 6. De-
spite considerable scatter, systematic variation of T fin,k and ek with
azimuth is seen, indicating Doppler effect from the approximately
northward rupture propagation.

Sets of T fin,k and ek (see examples in Table 1) were processed
by non-linear least squares as mentioned above, to result in vectors:
{Ft Fx Fy} or F for stopping time-location, and {M1t M1x M1y}
or M1 for centroid (four M1 estimates, one per band). Examples of
the least squares fit of T fin,k and ek data can be seen in Fig. 7, for F
vector and for the two most reliable centroid vectors.

The results of the inversion described above are given in Table 2
under the subheader ‘Data set A’. Each line of estimates of F and
M1 vectors in Table 2 is followed by a line of their standard devia-
tions determined from linearized least squares (and by propagation

of errors when needed). In the header, N is the number of stations;
columns []t, []N and []E contain temporal, N and E components of
an estimated vector, correspondingly. In a similar way, the columns
[]L, []Az and []V contain the estimates for the length of the spatial
part of the vector, its azimuth, and propagation velocity. In the side-
heading, a superscript denotes the frequency band. The graphical
representation of the spatial part of these vectors is given in Fig. 8.

The results are consistent and all indicate NNW direction of rup-
ture propagation. For an ideal case of constant luminosity per km of
length, the velocity estimate associated with M1 must be about twice
the true velocity associated with F; this is roughly true for rupture
velocity estimates. A significant fact is rather limited accuracy of
the spatial parts of M1 and F vectors as manifested in considerable
error estimates. For the 2.5 Hz and especially for 3.5 Hz band, errors
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High-frequency source of 2004 December 26 Sumatra earthquake 1125

Figure 7. Illustration of the quality of fit of observed delays T fin,k and ek by least squares (eq. 6), while determining F, M1(0.8) and M1(1.6). Circles: calculated
values, pentagrams: observed values with weights 0.5 and more and triangles: same data with lesser weight. The vertical line marks the azimuth obtained in
the inversion.

Table 2. Solutions for space–time vectors of source parameters, for the basic (A) and additional data sets.

Parameter N []t (s) []N (km) []E (km) []L (km) []Az (◦) []V (km s–1)

Data set A (basic)
F 37 550 1221 −217 1241 349 2.25
σ (F) 10 218 231 224 10 0.41
M1(0.8) 38 210 261 −239 354 317 1.68
σ (M1(0.8)) 10 189 235 213 34 1.01
M1(1.6) 36 206 467 −306 559 326 2.71
σ (M1(1.6)) 16 317 285 301 30 1.48
M1(2.5) 26 215 616 −375 721 328 3.34
σ (M1(2.5)) 17 331 369 350 27 1.64
M1(3.5) 18 220 538 −451 702 320 3.19
σ (M1(3.5)) 25 553 627 591 48 2.71

Data set B
F 30 547 1227 −160 1237 352 2.25
σ (F) 12 260 273 266 12 0.48
M1(0.8) 29 212 213 −269 344 308 1.62
σ (M1(0.8)) 12 226 277 253 42 1.19
M1(1.6) 28 209 477 −329 579 325 2.76
σ (M1(1.6)) 19 392 346 370 36 1.78
M1(2.5) 18 211 646 −560 855 31 4.04
σ (M1(2.5)) 22 393 475 436 32 2.11
M1(3.5) 10 194 −55 −1517 1518 26 7.80
σ (M1(3.5)) 41 855 1096 982 53 5.32

Data set C
F 39 558 1170 −174 1183 351 2.12
σ (F) 10 212 231 222 10 0.39
M1(0.8) 39 203 250 −131 282 332 1.38
σ (M1(0.8)) 10 191 237 215 43 1.06
M1(1.6) 38 217 739 −439 860 329 3.96
σ (M1(1.6)) 12 245 254 249 16 1.17
M1(2.5) 38 231 891 −485 1015 331 4.38
σ (M1(2.5)) 14 287 257 272 15 1.20
M1(3.5) 35 234 908 −469 1022 332 4.37
σ (M1(3.5)) 13 266 252 259 14 1.13

Data set D
F 19 519 1133 −432 1213 339 2.33
σ (F) 11 240 317 281 13 0.54
M1(1.6) 20 187 860 −114 868 352 4.63
σ (M1(1.6)) 15 340 415 379 25 2.06

Data set E
F 39 560 1013 −186 1030 349 1.83
σ (F) 14 276 370 327 18 0.58

Symbols []t , []N , []E , etc. denote a particular component of a vector, for vectors F, M1(0.8), etc.
Symbols []L, []Az, []V , etc. denote length, azimuth and velocity derived from these components.
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Figure 8. Locations for the stopping point and centroids for four bands. Star
is the main shock hypocentre/nucleation point. Grey × marks are aftershocks
of the first 25 hr, and the bold dash outline depicts the hypothetic source area
consistent with these data. A cross around a marker depicts 1σ error bounds
obtained in the LS inversion. The ⊕ symbol denotes Harvard CMT position
for a single point source.

are particularly large; this is caused by almost complete lack of data
at the southern azimuths, combined with the reduced total number
of usable stations.

To understand reliability of the described results, a few more
inversions have been done in addition to the already described case
A. They used other variants of input data set, denoted by letters
B, C, D and E. To form Data set B, we excluded from Data set
A all cases when we used ‘alien’ aftershock record of KURK for
deconvolution. In Data set C, conversely, all 39 available main shock
traces were processed using the same aftershock record of KURK.
One can see that with Data set B, the expected errors of results
increased significantly, in particular for higher-frequency bands, but
the estimates for M1 at two lower-frequency bands, and for F vector
are quite stable. The same three groups of estimates keep being stable
also for Data set C.

In Data set D, deconvolution was based on the aftershock records
of the event of 2005 January 1 (06 hr 25 m, mb = 6.0), always using
the ‘own’ aftershock record for each station. In this case, results
were much less stable because of insufficient data volume. We show
only result for F and M (1.6) vectors, obtained with maximum data
volume of 19 and 20 deconvolved records.

Creating Data set E we used the same initial data as with Data
set A, but instead of time-domain deconvolution with NNLS pro-
cedure, more primitive approach was applied, by deconvolution
through spectral division (stabilized by ‘water level’ of 3 per cent
of spectral maximum). In this case, many estimates of ek were ev-

idently unreliable for all bands, and meaningful inversion was not
possible. However, many T fin,k estimates looked more or less ac-
ceptable, and, when used in inversion, resulted in quite consistent
F vector estimate, as given in Table 2. The results of four parallel
inversions generally support our choice of processing procedure.

A N A LY S I S O F R E S U LT S
A N D D I S C U S S I O N

Comparing results obtained using data sets A–E one can see that the
estimates based on vector F are most stable, especially the estimate
of rupture duration. The estimates of source total length and orienta-
tion are also relatively stable. Generally, the number of stations is the
most critical parameter: when this number is less than 30, the qual-
ity of estimates significantly deteriorates. Using NNLS deconvolu-
tion was found to be very important for obtaining reliable results.

The most clear qualitative result is the reasonable match between
our estimate for the stopping point of the rupture, and the northern
extremity of the 25-hr aftershock cloud. Our estimate for the source
length is about 1250 km.

As for the position of centroids, one can notice certain mismatch
between centroids for different frequency bands. This mismatch
seems to be a real feature of the HF radiator. Another feature that can
be deduced from comparing M1L and FL values is the asymmetrical
position of the centroid for 0.8 Hz with respect to the middle of
the rupture length, indicating enhanced luminosity of the southern
half of the fault for this band. For higher frequencies, such a clear
asymmetry is not seen.

The temporal parameters of the HF radiator are determined with
high accuracy. The estimate of full duration Ft is about 550 s. True
duration values are insignificantly larger because deconvolution
slightly squeezed the signals, by half-duration of the aftershock.
Somewhat unexpected is the relatively low accuracy of the esti-
mates of stopping point position and especially of spatial centroid,
attained in the presented inversion. Two causes can be imagined
for this problem, and both deserve analysis in a further study: the
already mentioned fluctuational noise, and incomplete incoherency
of radiation.

Several rupture size and duration estimates have been published
for the 2004 December 26 event. We report, for comparison, the
relevant ones in Table 3. A reasonable match for the length estimate
is seen. The estimates for the position and delay of the source cen-
troid are compiled in Table 4. The initial Harvard CMT estimate
of the seismic moment centroid suggests a systematic shift of the
centroid position with increasing frequency. Our own estimates of
the centroid position for various frequencies show the same ten-
dency. Comparing centroid positions for 0.8 and 2.5 Hz bands, in
particular, one can derive from Table 2 that the significance level
for the hypothesis M1L0.8 < M1L2.5 is about 10 per cent. However,
the revised estimate of the seismic moment centroid by Tsai et al.
(2005), as well as the point estimate of Stein & Okal (2005) makes
the idea of systematic change of centroid position with frequency
less certain.

C O N C L U S I O N

Using deconvolved time histories of the seismic HF power radi-
ated to different directions by the source of the 2004 December
26 Sumatra-Andaman earthquake we successfully determined the
positions of the stopping point and also centroids for the HF radi-
ator in the source of this earthquake for four frequency bands. The
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Table 3. Various estimates for the size and duration of the rupture of the 2004 December 26 event.

L (km) Duration (s) V rup (km s–1) Wave type Comment Reference

1200–1300a 575–625 SH , Raleigh Duration from Fig. 6 Ammon et al. (2005)
1300a ≈480 2.8 P (0.2–1 Hz) Local array analysis, Ishi et al. (2005)
1150 480–500 2.3–2.7 BB P Local array analysis Krueger & Ohrnberger (2005)
1235 515 2.7 ⇒ 2.5 ⇒ 2.0 T phase, 1–100 Hz Local array analysis Guilbert et al. (2005)
1200 480 2.8 ⇒ 2.1 T phase, 1–100 Hz Local array analysis Tolstoy & Bohnenstiehl (2005)
1200 500 2.5 HF P (2–3 Hz) Stopping pointb Ni et al. (2005)
1100 ± 300 560 HF P (≈1 Hz) 90 per cent stopping point Lomax (2005)
1241 ± 224 550 2.25 HF P (0.4–3 Hz) Stopping point This study

aAlong a curved fault trace.
bEndpoint of the envelope of HF P waves, picked by eye.

Table 4. Various estimates for the spatial and temporal centroid of the 2004 December 26 event.

N Latitude (◦) Delay (s) Wave type Comment Reference

7 Normal modes (Stein & Okal (2005)
3.1 139 Mantle waves Standard CMT solution www.seismology.harvard.edu
6.6 214 Mantle waves Average over 5 subsources Tsai et al. (2005)
[4–5] [150–200] SH , Raleigh, LF Ammon et al. (2005)
[6] [250–270] P (0.2–1 Hz) Regional array analysis, Ishi et al. (20050
[6] [200–270] BB P Local array analysis Krueger & Ohrnberger (2005)
[6.5] [160] T phase, 1–100 Hz Local array analysis Tolstoy & Bohnenstiehl (2005)
[6–7] [150–180] T phase, 1–100 Hz Local array analysis (Guilbert et al. (2005)
5.5 (0.4–1.2 Hz) 215 HF P This study
7.5 (1.2–2 Hz)
8–9 (2–4 Hz)

In brackets are our rough estimates based on plotted slip and power distributions in the sources listed.

results confirm the earlier estimates of source size (1200–1300 km)
and duration (around 550 s). The approach to data analysis that uses
‘cleaning’ HF P-wave power signal by suppressing scattered-wave
distortions and then making inversion using many rays proved to
be a valuable tool that permits to determine gross parameters of
the HF radiator in an earthquake source with an explicitly specified
accuracy.
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A P P E N D I X : M I N I M I Z I N G
F L U C T UAT I O N A L N O I S E
B Y P R E W H I T E N I N G

When planning data processing of signals of observed HF power or
squared amplitude, one has to take into account that such a signal is
significantly distorted by fluctuational noise. Thus one should try to
reduce this noise as far as possible. Let us consider the data model in
a certain time interval �t (that corresponds to the temporal bin size
in our actual processing) as a segment of stationary Gaussian ‘noise’
x(t) with power spectrum P(f ), band-limited within the band [f 1, f 2]
(f 1 = f 0 − �f/2, f 2 = f 0 + �f /2). Consider Fourier spectrum X (f )
of x(t), calculated over the duration �t, at discrete points with step
δ f = 1/�t over frequency axis. Within the frequency band [ f 1, f 2],
X ( f ) includes � f /δ f = � f �t = N 0 statistically independent
complex numbers. At a certain discrete frequency fj within �f ,
the mean value of |X j |2 = |X ( fj)|2 is P( fj)�t/2. Both real and
imaginary parts of Xj are independent random Gaussian variables
with zero mean and variance σ 2

j/2 = P( fj)�t/4. Hence, each of N 0

values of |X j |2 is a χ 2
2′ or equivalently, exponential random variable,

of mean σ 2
j and variance σ 4

j . It is now easy to determine mean µE

and variance σ 2
E for the observed total ‘energy’ E = ∫ �t

0 x2(t)dt =
2

∫ f2
f1

|X ( f )|2 d f in the band �f over time �t, and to derive the
relative error of this estimate, or its coefficient of variation CV E =
σ E/µE . Derivation gives:

CVE =
[∑

P2( f j )
]

∑
P( f j )

0.5

. (A1)

Considering the realistic case of sufficiently large N 0, one can
rewrite this approximately as

CVE =
(

1

�t0.5

) {[ ∫
P2( f )d f

]0.5∫
P( f )d f

}
, (A2)

where the factors representing the effects of bin size and of power
spectral shape are separated.

An evident way to minimize CVE is to increase bin size �t; but
wide bins mean badly resolved time history, and it is desirable
to set �t as low as possible. The second factor in (A2) is min-
imized by P(f ) = const, that is, by noise that is white over �f .
Thus, to optimize processing one should pass the data trough the
well-known ‘pre-whitening filter’, whose transfer function is pro-
portional to the inverse of amplitude spectrum of the signal. As the
source acceleration spectrum in the 0.5–5 Hz range behaves ap-
proximately as f 0, to achieve desired pre-whitening it is sufficient
to convert the recorded signal to source acceleration. As a nega-
tive side effect, however, the values of ‘energy’ E and, therefore,
‘power’ time histories shall represent the time histories of power
proper (that would use squared velocity) only with some distor-
tion. This distortion however will be limited for the realistic case of
octave frequency band and smooth mean spectral shape P(f ). We
believe that the attained gain in information content justifies such a
distortion.

Now let us consider numerical examples. We can measure infor-
mation content by inverted variance, thus as the measure of informa-
tion loss we use the relative increase of variance of the estimate of E,
or RIV , with respect to the case of white noise or source acceleration
signal: RIV = [CVE (case in question)/CVE (white noise)]2. With
(A2) we can determine RIV for model situations. For the particular
frequency band 0.4–1.2 Hz, let us consider RIV for the following
cases. (1) A raw P-wave velocity record, with |X ( f )| ∝ exp(−π f t∗)
f −1. Setting t∗ = 0.8, we find RIV = 4.76. (2) A similar attenuation-
corrected record with |X ( f )| ∼ f −1; then RIV = 1.48. (3) Both at-
tenuation correction and conversion to acceleration is made; RIV =
1. Therefore, the information gain achieved by pre-whitening may
be quite appreciable.
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